Ryarsh Primary School

RYARSH AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE

Savannah
Leopard Class
Throughout the year in Leopard class, we have had so much to celebrate, wonderful memories
have been created and outstanding achievements have been made. The person that we
have chosen for Leopard class Term 6 Excellence Award is someone who has taken everything
in their stride, never faltering and always greeting us with that cheerful smile each and every
morning. She has been an excellent role model throughout the year, showing determination
and resilience to all situations thrown her way. Savannah has continued to amaze me with her
attitude towards her learning and as a result of her hard work ethic she has continued to
progress, even through a second lockdown!
She is a fantastic friend, showing care and consideration for other people’s feelings and always
bringing that positive sparkle to life at Ryarsh. Throughout the year, she has continued to listen
carefully to all feedback given to her and has shown a willingness to push herself that little bit
further. It has been an absolute pleasure to not only see her continue to blossom, but to also
see her self-confidence grow. She is a superstar!
Savannah has continued to work hard in all areas of her learning and has worked well as part
of a team, taking on that coaching role both inside and outside of the classroom. She has
shown a particular interest in her reading, participating fully with our class discussion and
making fantastic links across other texts that she has read. Savannah can consider the authors
intent carefully and implement these new techniques into her own writing style. In maths, she is
always the first to have her hand up, showing a real understanding of what she has learnt and
carefully explaining her thought process with detailed reasoning.

Savannah will always take on new challenges in a positive way and this was particularly evident
when we went to Bushcraft. For the duration of the trip, she spent her time embracing the
wilderness, listening carefully to the instructors and learning new life skills. Never sitting still, I often
caught glimpses of Savannah running back and forth with her friends, smile on her face and
ferns in her hair. Stopping to eat cheese and ketchup and then off again for her next
adventure. Here she embodied all of the key values of Ryarsh, and we were so proud of her for
this.
Savannah you are a breath of fresh air. It has been an absolute pleasure to be your teacher
and to have seen you grow over the past year. I could not be prouder of you and everything
that you have achieved. Keep being you and never stop smiling. I cannot wait to see what you
will accomplish next year!

Signed - Mrs McMulkin

